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Side II

money never looks to see how much it is.)
No. No.- .
(It is pot the amount but the spirit oi the giving.)
The spirit. Yes. The Spirit, yes. The.spirit, you know that Jejsus haa
toward his fellowman. That's Arapaho.
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STAR HAWKS AND THE TRAINING OF YOUNG MEN
In that connection, I want to say this. The star Hawkins or Hawk^, we call
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ourselves, is when a young man is in his prime--he is active fisherman, expert
- I•horseback rider, expert hunter, .expert--we "know which way to fprovipe wood and
all* that for his folks. That-'s when he is in his'prime and he becomes a
good warrior. He' is active and quick and that's,when he is in his '.primev of
life. And all that time from the time he is a fox—when we say about 12 years
old, we call 'em fox, Kid Fox. He is trained to mind and to obey just like
the Boy Scoujts. Then he grows up and he gets with fellows--older boys--the,n
and they have g leader,r he is called Elder. And he teaches 'em and corrects
and he sponsors ways like going out at midnight to get wood, or to 30 out 'bout
six miles when 'it £itch dark or go out and get water. 'All those things, they
practice, and they become and experienced"and fearless. So, when they grow up^
why then'they pretty well .organized individuals to do this part what is required
1

by hiyS trj.be of him.
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(That is almost like*what they require today, except it is different' kind of
tribe they have to operate with isn't it?)
Yes. Yes. Oh, yes.
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(They need the same' kind.of training to be string and go out and do the things
they need to do.)
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Yeah. We have that training among the Cheyennes and Arapahoes and I am'proud
of it, too. Now I know I was trained--now in those days, when in summer had
a big Indian doings, you know there's always big teepee had to go where the
camg was. Nobody was detailed to do that or nobody was obligated to volunteer
' '
'
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for that. But it was always my volunteer effort when the time comes to move

